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NUMBERS
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6

21

75+

ACTIVE SECTORAL
EU ISACs

HIGH PRIORITY
(SUB)SECTORS

INDIVIDUAL EU ISAC
MEMBERS

94

132

Members in our
new LinkedIn EU
ISAC group

Visitors
of the yearly
Conference

10+

Supporting
sessions with
EU ISACS

(sub)Sectors currently assisted or approached

Financial sector

Aviation sector

Energy sector

Railway (sub)sector

Telecom sector

Water sector

Internet Exchange

Health

Cloud

Top Level Domain

4

Thematic workshops held on
the topics of:
• How to Start an ISAC
• Information Exchange via IT
• Legislative and Regulatory
Landscape
• Situational Awareness
Attendee Scoring

232

Registrations across all the
thematic workshops. Averaging
60,5 per session

WHAT A
YEAR
We look back at a successful first year of
the Empowering EU-ISACs project. In this
project, the consortium consisting of
Capgemini Invent, TNO, Intrasoft, DFNCERT and Spark Legal Network aims to
mobilise public and private actors to
establish and further develop European
level sectoral ISACs and to promote
horizontal and structured coordination
between the various European level
sectoral ISACs. By supporting existing EU
ISACs and facilitating the establishment
of EU ISACs in sectors where no such
initiatives are present, the project
contributes to a strong and cyber resilient
European network of cyber security
information-exchange and cooperation.

1

New
Website:
ISACS.EU

20+
Maritime (sub)sector

MEMBER STATES
REPRESENTED IN EU
ISACS

YOUR SECTOR?

NEXT STEPS
For next year, we have more in store for the European level
sectoral ISACs. We will continue to deliver our support to the
ISACs that we have supported this year and expand into
new sectors, aiming (but not limited to) the Health, Water,
Nuclear, Cloud, Top Level Domain, Telecom, Aviation and
Road Transport Sector.
If you think we can be of assistance in the creation or further
development of an EU ISAC in your sector, then reach out to
us:

EUISACS.NL@CAPGEMINI.COM
We hope to e-meet you soon!

This project has received funding from the European Commission's Directorate General CNECT under
grant agreement number SMART2018/1022. The sole responsibility for the content of this outing lies
with the Empowering EU ISACs Consortium and in no way reflects the views of the European Union.
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Examples of how the consortium supports EU ISAC initiatives

Financial sector Maritime (sub)sector

Aviation sector

For the

European
Maritime ISAC

The consortium has been
closely involved and supporting
the EM ISAC since its
establishment. Following the
steps of a blueprint for the
establishment of ISACs, we
actively assisted the founding
members with (amongst others)
discussing the (common
ground in) interests of parties
involved and determining the
scope, mission and objectives
of the ISAC. The consortium
also helped with the
development of an introductory
presentation about the EM ISAC
which is also used for outreach
to new potential members.

Water sector

Railway (sub)sector

Telecom sector Internet Exchange

For the

European
Railway ISAC

The support of the ER ISAC in
2020 took several forms. To
highlight one example, the
consortium assisted by
developing a ‘Way of Working
guideline for Working Groups’,
thereby actively facilitating the
functioning and creation of
working groups or taskforces to
perform scoped activities, such
as the development of sectoral
information/analysis products.
In addition, the consortium and
the ER ISAC are cooperating to
develop an IT platform which
can be used for information
sharing and analysis purposes.

EXAMPLES OF DELIVERABLES OF THE PROJECT

Way-of-working template

Energy sector

Health

For the

European
Energy ISAC

The consortium has been
actively engaged with the EE
ISAC and vise versa. With an
assessment model based on
ENISA’s framework for ISAC
maturity, we helped the EE ISAC
gain insights into potential
areas for growth. The
consortium assisted the EE ISAC
with a stakeholder and
governance analysis. Mostly
focusing on organizational
support, the facilitation plan for
the EE ISAC also includes
support and advice with the
overall strategy development
and the ISACs way of working.

EXAMPLE OF A DELIVERABLE

Proposing a method to enable taskforces, leading to quicker
result of products

High-level blueprint ‘how to
start an ISAC’
Describing the early steps any ISAC should follow before
officially launching the initiative in a sector

IT-Architecture

Describing the general set-up of any ISAC platform, including
functionalities such as safe and secure messaging and
conferencing tools, document repositories and MISP tools

For starting ISACs that require assistance on how
to get started, we developed a document that
explains how to organise working groups within
the ISAC and work towards practical deliverables
such as threat analysis reports.

EU ISAC Maturity Assessment
Based on ENISA’s ISAC Maturity Framework, this assessment
helps gain insights into the current level of maturity of an ISAC.

This project has received funding from the European Commission's Directorate General
CNECT under grant agreement number SMART2018/1022. The sole responsibility for the
content of this outing lies with the Empowering EU ISACs Consortium and in no way reflects
the views of the European Union.

